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Is romwe safe to use

Katy tests apps, tools, and websites that save money to find legitimate, easy-to-use, and effective ones to share with readers. Romwe offers styled fashions at prices that look incredibly low. Here's what you need to know. Laura Dewilde via Unsplash; CanvaIs Romwe Legit? Yes, Romwe is a legitimate
website and clothing store. I am a web-based fast-fashion retailer that offers all over the world. You've probably seen their cute clothes advertised at super low prices and wondered if it's too good to be true While some of the offerings seem hard to believe, they're totally real. I have placed some orders
from Romwe and will share my experience here along with some tips and tricks on how to get free shipping and avoid having to make returns. Long Story Short Romwe prices are cheap: it's walmart level. The clothing they offer ranges from Walmart to Old Navy to Gap, from a quality point of view. I made
a great order from Romwe a year ago and have since made several smaller orders. I recommend trying them out for some items that have good reviews to see how you like their products. Be careful, however, as all their clothes aren't created the same, and their website offers a different experience than
you might be used to. Want to know more about what clothing you will get and how to find the best deals? Read on to learn how to buy items that suit you and avoid common mistakes. Quality and Value Sizing Style Shipping Cost and Time Return Policy Coupon Codes and Sales Romwe vs SHEIN
Quality and ValueRomwe's clothing quality varies widely across the site. For this reason, and it can be useful to read customer reviews about specific products that you are thinking of buying. That said, it's easy to find really terrible reviews from shoppers who didn't know what they were buying and were
super dissatisfied with their cheap blouse or skirt, so don't put too much stock into this. For the most part, the clothing offered on the site is good value for money. Sizing can be confusing at first, but since measurements are specified for each element and size, it's actually much easier to be sure that
something fits if you're able to take your time. Even if an item is available in your size, I recommend checking the specific measures against yours to avoid a time-consuming return later. Tip: I always look at customer photos in reviews of the articles I'm considering to try to find women with similar sizes to
mine who wear them. This gives me an idea of how a piece might fit Look. A cute Romwe DressRomweStyleRomwe plaid dress claims to offer a wide range of styles with many items stocked for people of all tastes. Despite this, I find that most of the looks they offer are very young (think teens late until
the early 20s). Crop tops, skinny pants and oversized sweaters are easy to find. ShippingRomwe's ShippingRomwe's the policies are quite generous and their shipping time is nowhere near what you would expect. Shipping CostRomwe offers two-dollar shipping, but it's really easy to get free delivery to
the U.S. by ordering at least $15 worth of items. An order of $35 allows you free express shipping. Note: Return shipping is not free! There's more on how to make a comeback below. TimeShipping shipping time can be a huge concern for items from China. It used to be a big deal with buying from
Romwe; you didn't know if your item would arrive in a week or seven. Nowadays, however, they are much more consistent. If you live in the United States, you will get your order in two weeks with flat-rate shipping. It should be six to eight days if you choose express shipping. Express shipping is free for
orders over $35, so it's not too hard to do. The returnReturns policy is accepted, but you have to pay for return shipping, which is usually $6. Romwe does not accept returns for underwear or swimwear. The return process is actually pretty simple now. You can return as many items as you want, so the $6
can be worth it in a larger order. A cozy button-up sweater from RomweRomweCoupon Codes and sales There are sales and promotions going on all the time on Romwe, so it can be hard to know if you're getting a discount on an item or just buying it at the normal price. Seasonal promotions and coupon
codesAlthis time, Romwe will run sales for a predetermined dollar amount when you spend a certain amount. Expect to spend between $40 and $100 to see discounts between $5 and $20. These can be really useful if stacked with some of the other discounts I'll talk about below. They also handle
seasonal promotions such as sales on sweaters in autumn or crop tops in summer. As far as I know, these are real discounts (as those items actually cost more during other seasons and you're saving money by buying them during sales). Some of the items may only be marked for sale to mark them.
Email discount At any time, you can get a 10% discount on your order to register with an email. This accumulates at the top of all current sales. Lightning OffersCi is a special section of the site dedicated to Lightning Deals, which are offers that are only good on that day. These seem to be discounted
anywhere from 20¢ to $2. In my opinion, it is not always worth looking at these aspects. Settlement SectionCi is also a Settlement section on the Sales tab of the site. In this section you will find discounted items ranging from 60 to 90% of I usually use this section, but I rarely find everything I want there.
They are mostly items that are not in style or are not much appreciated by customers for one reason or another. DiscountStudents students get a 15% discount once registered. This is valid at any time and can be used in addition to other sales. If you're a student who is it's at the time of purchase, it is
definitely worth adding the student discount. Romwe vs SHEINSe you are looking for Romwe for cheap clothes, you may also come across SHEIN. I'm also a legitimate retailer, so be sure to read my SHEIN review too before making a big purchase. If you go to their website, you'll notice that it looks pretty
similar to Romwe's. And yes, they actually have some of the same products. I checked, and the prices are the same or vary by just $0.05.RomweRomwe professionals have a lower minimum to get free shipping ($15 versus SHEIN's $50), but SHEIN returns are free, which is a huge advantage over
paying $6 for returns to Romwe.SHEINI professionals think SHEIN has a wider range of products and offers pieces suitable for a more diverse range of styles. Romwe certainly offers more casual styles that seem more suitable for teens and young adults. Did you order from Romwe?© 2020 Katy Medium
Today I'm doing an honest review of Romwe. Romwe's been on my radar for a few years, but I've never tried them alone. I eventually broke down and dropped about $150 on a range of items so I could test them! Is Romwe legitimate? In this booty and review, I will share my thoughts if Romwe makes
good quality clothes, as in the photo, they share thoughts of sizing and order time. This is NOT sponsored or gifted in any way, my romwe reviews are 100% honest! Let's go! That's all I wore in the video! Romwe two-piece set Earrings Romwe Romwe dress Romwe dress My general Romwe review: they
are exactly the same company as Shein. As I go to my shein haul, I wasn't happy with my order at all. All the clothes were really poor quality and collapsed instantly. So, as you can imagine, I'm super wary of Romwe and if other people should really go shopping there. Everything got into a Shein bag for
God's sake! That said, my Romwe order was a little better than Shein. The clothes looked better made and I'm holding more pieces than I do with Shein. But I'm still not sure they're going to last long term. For fast fashion, shein wins but I still think places like Target or even Amazon Prime will be a safer
bet, at least they have better customer service! Between the time to shoot this video and post (about 2 weeks) I had the chance to wear many of these pieces while storing some of them. The earrings depicted here collapsed on the first day I wear them out. Like, in a matter of hours. I had a feeling it was



going to happen, since the exact same thing happened with my shein pieces. I'm still waiting to get my refund from them too. video (for my hard of hearing players!) Kara: This company is just a whole façade, and I don't know who they think they're fooling. Kara: Hi guys. Welcome back to the Whimsy Soul
Channel. Today, we're going to talk about Romwe. I'm I'm to immerse yourself in this for you. They just make me laugh, like who thinks they're pulling one here? This company is just a whole façade, and I don't know who they think they're fooling, but I just think it's funny. Kara: If you don't know what I'm
talking about, hop on the romwe site and then open shein.com as well, and literally like the same site, the same user experience, the same popups, different logos, basically the same inventory. So, they're the same company. To prove it, this says SHEIN. This was in my Romwe order. Learn more about
this in a while. Kara: Why Romwe? For a long time, I had followers asking me about SHEIN, so I did a whole nother review about them. I'll put the link below. You can find it on my channel too. The long short story is that I loved the prices, but everything was just shein shit. They all collapsed instantly. So,
my readers said to me, Kara, yes, I always see this stuff on Facebook. Sounds so tempting to order. Sounds so cheap. He looks so cute. Kara: I investigated SHEIN, and my answer is no. So, I wanted to try Romwe too because I kept getting ads from them too. I thought a lot of you probably wondered:
Are they really good? Should I order from them? I thought I could take the hit and find out for yourself, so you don't have to waste $100 and find out it could be crap. So, let's get started. Before I dive in and show you all the things I've gotten, I'll quickly notice this shipping issue. Kara: So, I ordered this,
and then within a couple of days, I took a dress from them. At first, I said to myself, Hell, yes. My order came so fast. This is incredible. But then I realized it was just a piece of a 10-piece order, so I had to wait another two weeks to get the rest of my order. So, you might wait a while, and your orders could
be split in two just as a warning. They don't get an A-plus for shipping because it was so sporadic. Kara: That said, that first dress I took, we're going to start with that. I'm in love with this dress, guys. Make sure you sign up. Follow me on Instagram. Place every day over there and I also posted, Monday
and Friday, IGTV, so be sure to follow me up if you're looking for more content. I will also link all the pieces I mentioned below and my blog posts, so I can find everything there too. Kara: As a Kirby girl, I really like the things that affect me in life and I'm fluid, she flatters my curves well. So, this type of
dress usually flatters me. Usually, it's comfortable, and it came, and I put it up, and I have this moment when I said to myself, Ah. I want to live in this dress. Considering it's romwe/shein's, this wasn't in SHEIN bag. So, I'll say this didn't come with the SHEIN brand. Kara: It was actually of decent quality. It
seems to be of I'd be at Target. So, the seams weren't everywhere. It fits very well. The fabric feels beautiful and soft. It looks really nice, and it was only $16, so I did a little happy dance, and I started wearing it immediately. If you follow me on Instagram, you've probably already seen me wear it a lot in
Stories and some Instagram posts, because I really like this dress. Kara: I think this could fit very well with a lot of different body types because it's so elastic, and it really fits what you have. If you like that style, give it a whirlwind. All right, let's dive into my second order. So, that was what came first, and
then everything else is in the second order. First, we'll look at this two-piece set, which again has that old SHEIN logo, so I don't know who they're trying to fool, but clearly that's all about SHEIN, just under the romwe name too. Kara: I have a feeling it's for profit margins. You fool people into buying
SHEIN, and then you fool them into buying Romwe because you think it's another company. So, you're really tapping the same customers twice. I think that's probably what it is. All right, I really enjoyed this design. I'm trying to push my comfort zone and wear more two pieces and short things, which
aren't always my access point because I'm curvy, and it's just like sometimes things don't feel good, or I don't necessarily feel the safest in them. Kara: But this looked nice, so I tried it. It's a double piece. She has a model very similar to that other dress I showed you, but they are different. It is a fabric of
different quality. It's a little less soft, a little more plastic. As you can see, all right. The lower skirt doesn't hit me at the high waist, which is where I like to wear things. Ride a little low. He's got some of that Jean Low Rider style from 2000. Other than that, it fits well. Kara: I'm going to give it back personally
just because it's a little too loose around my bottom. In addition, the internal seams, you can say about this that it is not really the best. It's kind of sloppy. I don't know if my camera will take it back, but it's pretty cute, and I think it was cheap. So, if you're still looking for some summer stuff, it's not a bad
option. I guess very fast... God, my phone's exploding. Let me keep this quiet. Kara: Very fast. It's important to note that for my SHEIN review, all these things for this came right before I went on a week-long trip, so I took it with me. I just don't want him sitting downstairs in our lobby. I literally grabbed it as
we walked out the door, and I was actually taking out some of the pieces and trying them out in real life, and that's when I realized that the SHEIN, almost every single thing I ordered, held together quite enough wear and tear, but when I wore it again, it began to fall apart. So, keep that in mind. Kara:
That's my cat rolling in his toy over there. Overall, things seem to be better than SHEIN. I will say from a quick glance, the quality seems to be a little better. That said, I didn't wear them out. I didn't actually test them in real life. Apart from the dress, I tested the dress. I can say he held it, just something to
keep in mind. I haven't had the opportunity to do that at this time. Kara: Next up is this yellow skirt. Yellow is my favorite color. So, I was super pumped to try this out. Then I got this, and as you can see, it's very yellow. It didn't look so vibrant online. This is just like yellow big bird. It's a little too much. The
color is a little too much. Also, you can see through it. That was my other main issue. So, I have the tattoo on my butt, and my test is always that. If I can see my tattoo, the fabric is too good, so I could see my tattoo through this. Kara: The color was a little too much for me, but I think if maybe you have a
different skin tone, this might really seem like super baller on you. So, something to consider. I also tried on shoes. Overall, shoes from places other than Target and DSW don't usually fit me very well. I have big German feet, but these are too tight, so I ordered... What size? I'm 40, which usually suit me,
but they're too tight on top, so I won't be able to keep them. Kara: That said, I think this is a good quality that I find at Target. So, it's not bad. Of course I haven't taken them for a real walk yet, but it seems to be fine for a $15 shoe. He's a little bewildered. But again, I think I could go to Target and find
something like that, but this is the cheapest version of it. Kara: Next up is a top, again, ordered by Romwe, comes om a SHEIN bag. See. So, this was another one that's too pure to wear, as if you could see those nipples, and when it's a shoulder like this, I'd refuse to wear a bra, which is just me. You
could wear a nice headband with this and feel good, but in my opinion it was a bit too pure. Kara: That said, I thought this was a super cute one, and it would go very well with high-waisted jeans and skirts that you can wear in summer and fall and probably even pair them with a coat or blazer in winter.
So, I thought it was nice. The seams are fine. It's a bit frayed at the ends here. But again, like I said, all this stuff seems to be made much better than my first order by SHEIN a couple of months ago. So maybe even though this label, maybe they changed producers. Maybe I really have some bits that last
time. I don't know, but it seems to be a little bit Kara: Again, I could go to Forever 21 and get something like that, but this is the cheapest version. I think he's super cute. She looked really good with red lipstick and some fun earrings. On the note of the earrings, I got a pair. Let me see if I can find them, but
I don't know. I used to work in a jewelry store. I can give you the lowdown on jewelry. The markup for jewelry is huge, guys. It's astronomical the markup that this place was. Kara: Literally, like it cost $10 to make a pair of earrings, and we'd sell them for 120. So, I always find jewelry difficult because I
know the markup is a lot, and it doesn't cost them much to do that. I also like loose earrings, jewelry, as if I constantly changed my style. So unless it's true, real metal or gemstones, like real gemstones, I don't think it's worth paying more than 15 or $20 for any jewelry, which brings me to why I actually
really like to get jewelry from places like Romwe and Target and H&amp;M. Kara: They won't last very long , but when they break, my style has changed anyway. Plus you're only paying $5. I think these are honestly $2. So, in my opinion, it's better. I also tend to lose a lot of jewelry, and that's just my
problem. I'm not really bad. I'm a little wary of the shoulders falling out. Looks like they're just glued. I don't know if you can see it, and the earrings are heavy. Kara: That said, it looks pretty robust. Later, we have this pajama set, which are super crammed on you guys. So, we had a mini heatwave here in
San Francisco, so our version of heatwaves. Things are in the '70s, which is a big deal because no one has air conditioning. So, lately I've been very hot, and usually, I wear very long, cozy and warm pj at night because it's so cold, but I really wanted a nice set of short-sleeved shirts. I've got the big one.
Kara: I don't know about you. The fact that I can basically fit it on the screen should tell you that this is not a big one. It's so tight. It's not comfortable. I don't like it at all. Also, it looks like silk, but the fabric is that strange plastic thing where your skin can't actually breathe. So, I think it would be really terrible
to wear it on a hot night day because I think it would stick to your skin. In addition, there are some loose threads and things about it. The sewing job isn't great, but yes, I was mostly really disappointed because guys, this isn't a big one. I don't know who you're kidding. This isn't a big one. Maybe he's a big
one in kids. Kara: Next up is this suit, which I didn't think I would like at all because the overalls are very difficult to wear for a Sinuous. It either works or it doesn't. There's no means. The dark colors have flat curves, so even though it's tight at the bottom, and I don't usually wear things that hug my hips
and stomach like that, I actually really like it the way it is. Of course I think if I ate a lot of food, I could get pregnant in this. So, I'm not sure if I'm going to keep it for that reason, but I feel really confident in that. Kara: I think the top fits well. There is room on top if you have bigger breasts. I don't. I wear like
a B, but if you don't, it suits you too, which is really nice. The work of the point is actually quite decent. This is something you could get into like a Zara bag for me, and I would have thought this was Zara's. So, this is a pretty good piece, and it's for a fraction of Zara's price, so they definitely get a win on
this. Kara: I think it would be really fun for autumn and especially for holidays. You can honestly wear them with these earrings, but I don't know. Put your hair in a ponytail, some stupid jewelry, a red lip and red heels. My God, you're killing him, girl. That's what I think this should be really good for. I feel
like this never ends. Every time I go into this bag, there's only more. As you know, I have an obsession with swimwear. I just love them. I love swimwear. Kara: I spent a great time of my life hating being in the pool and hating being in a swimsuit. So, now, I've found the confidence to wear them. I always
went out and wore them. So, I thought this was super fun. Looks like a watermelon. I've never seen him before. It just seems like something fun to sit by the pool. My problems with this is that it's small on me. It's quite a stretch. I should lose some weight to wear it comfortably, but you can't return some
clothes to Romwe, so you'll probably see it on Instagram. Kara: I'm going to wear this. I'm going to make it work. I highly recommend getting swimwear from them if you're going on vacation or having a bachelorette party or something, and you just want a wonder with just one shot. You just want a new
and cheap swimsuit that you might not wear a bag, but you just want it for a vacation. That's usually how I tell people about SHEIN and Romwe, like I ordered from them. Surely, take something you just want to wear a couple of times, like you were going to a new place, or you have a special event. Kara:
You don't know how long the clothes will hold, so they'd suck if you were going to wear it every single day in the summer. I'm not convinced you'd be able to do that, but for something fun or a photo shoot, you definitely get this. Then the last step, I think we're finally at the last article, is crop top, which I'm
definitely keeping. It was only $8, and it's super cute. I looked for other crop tops to match things, because most of my funds are high-waisted, all but one. Kara: So, yes, I mean, like it's a little polyester, but it's not that bad. It's pretty soft, it fits very well, it freezes really well. Not from Romwe though. It has
that SHEIN tag, but yes, I think it's cute. It's very cheap. Again, I'm not sure this will really hold up. I have a feeling that these buttons will fall pretty quickly, but that's fine. It's okay for $8. It will take me until the end of summer and autumn quite well. Kara: Whew. I need some water. Okay, this is my Romwe
Haul review. Overall, I'm surprised because I think the quality of things is better than my order from SHEIN. That said, I think they're the same company, and they all came in SHEIN bags. It looked a little better. That said, I haven't worn any of them yet, so I'm not sure how long they're going to last. I will
update you in my blog posts. So, as I said, I've linked it all up below, and for the things I keep and if they start falling apart, I'll notice that in my blog posts. So, if you're curious, jump on it. I'm going to put an update there. Kara: If you ordered Romwe, I'd like to hear your thoughts below if they're good or
bad. Let's have a discussion. Before you go out, be sure to subscribe to my channel and follow me on Instagram. Again, post IGTV every Monday and Friday and I'm posting down there every day, so be sure to follow me up. If you have any questions, let me know. I can't wait to see you next week. Hello.
Hello.
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